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tomás saraceno brings illuminated spiderwebs, reflec�ve
spheres and more to palazzo strozzi

  

from now through july 19,2020, palazzo strozzi in florence hosts a major exhibition devoted to tomás
saraceno (https://www.designboom.com/tag/tomas-saraceno/), whose multi-disciplinary practice
encompasses art, social and life sciences. tomás saraceno. aria, curated by arturo galansino, greets visitors
with a site-specific installation in the institution’s courtyard comprised of large, reflective spheres. the piece
embody’s saraceno’s interest in challenging our approach to environmental issues by envisioning a future
free from borders and fossil fuels — ideals propelled by the interdisciplinary artistic community initiated by
the artist titled, ‘aerocene (https://www.designboom.com/art/tomas-saraceno-interview-aeroscene-venice-
art-biennale-05-23-2019/)‘. the sculpture builds on saraceno’s research into solar balloons capable of
floating using only the heat of the sun, and encouraged visito to rethink the way we inhabit our planet in a
poetic way.
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the exhibition at palazzo strozzi (https://www.palazzostrozzi.org/en/) is organized around saraceno’s
(https://studiotomassaraceno.org/) ‘arachnomancy’ cards — a set of thirty-three cards that pay homage to
the interconnectedness of all things. viewers are invited to consider the spider and its web, where the
‘arachnomancy’ determine and announce each room in the exhibition. the composition composes new
threads that connect otherwise disparate elements.
 
saraceno’s ‘arachnomancy’ cards aid in transforming the palazzo into an arena of experimentation and
participation, and a pathway to imaginative experiences. visitors are urged to to rethink the ways in which
humans inhabit the planet now and in the future, prioritizing practices of multispecies care, over
anthropocentric ideologies.
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the exhibition continues with large-scale installations, allowing visitors to immerse themselves in evocative
settings suggesting alternative futures.
 
‘connectome‘ is a set of suspended sculptures that suggest weaire-phelan geometries — a complex 3-
dimensional structure representing an idealized foam of equal-sized bubbles. ‘sounding the air‘ and ‘webs of
at-tent(s)ion‘ contain the sensorial worlds of spiders and webs and the elemental atmospheres they
compose; ‘how to entangle the universe in a spider web?‘ is a study into the relationship between
dimensions, as communicated by a spiderweb; ‘particular matter(s) jam session‘ and ‘aerographies‘ are both
installations that look into the connections between cosmic dust and the dust that litters our planet and
lungs; meanwhile, ‘a thermodynamic imaginary‘ is an an absorbing experience of the universe’s desire to
defy scale; and finally ‘flying garden‘ forms a sculptural provocation that seeks to displace our conventional
notions of boundaries and territories.
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the exhibition at palazzo strozzi offers visitors an opportunity to experience saraceno’s vision of the world
and its possibilities. responding to the historic architecture of the site, the artist seeks to create a dialogue
between the renaissance and the contemporary world — a shift from the idea of ‘man at the centre of the
world’ to the conception of ‘man as part of a universe’.
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project info: 
 
exhibition: tomás saraceno. aria
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tomás saraceno brings
spider webs to the
venice art biennale
(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/tomas-
saraceno-spider-web-
pavilion-venice-
biennale-06-26-2019/)

tomás saraceno
interview on
aero(s)cene at the
venice art biennale
(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/tomas-
saraceno-interview-
aeroscene-venice-art-
biennale-05-23-2019/)

for rolls-royce, tomás
saraceno weaves
ethereal 'floa�ng
galaxies' with spiders
(h�ps://www.designboom
royce-tomas-saraceno-
spiders-geneva-motor-
show-03-06-2019/)
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art news

banksy surprises with valen�ne's
day-themed mural in hometown
bristol
(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/banksy-
valen�nes-day-mural-bristol-02-
14-2020/)
#art (/art)
the piece of street art depicts a girl holding
a slingshot pointed towards an explosion
of bright red flowers.

#banksy (h�ps://www.designboom.com/tag/
#dbinstagram (h�ps://www.designboom.com

(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/banksy-
valen�nes-day-mural-bristol-02-14-2020/)

satellite dishes in north african
ci�es, photographed by manuel
alvarez diestro
(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/m
alvarez-diestro-satellite-dishes-in-
northern-africa-02-10-2020/)
#art (/art)
whether clinging onto façades or
prolifera�ng on roo�ops, the dishes add
another layer to the exis�ng urban fabric.

#architectural photography (h�ps://www.des
#dbinstagram (h�ps://www.designboom.com

(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/manuel-alvarez-
diestro-satellite-dishes-in-northern-africa-02-10-

#readers

hyper-realis�c humans + animals
by sun yuan & peng yu take over
the st. regis in rome

(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/sun-yuan-peng-
yu-st-regis-rome-02-09-2020/)

duyi han pays homage to
coronavirus medical workers with
chapel mural in hubei province

(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/duyi-han-
coronavirus-medical-workers-chapel-mural-hubei-
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all art news (h�ps://www.designboom.com/art)

(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/sun-
yuan-peng-yu-st-regis-rome-02-
09-2020/)
#art (/art)
on view un�l april 26, 2020, the display
serves as an invita�on for guests to
interact with the hyper-realis�c sculptures.

#galleria con�nua (h�ps://www.designboom.
#sun yuan and peng yu (h�ps://www.designb

(h�ps://www.designboom.com/art/d
han-coronavirus-medical-workers-
chapel-mural-hubei-province-02-
07-2020/)
#art (/art)
the mural is dedicated to the everyday
medical workers who are selflessly pu�ng
themselves at the front line of the virus.

#dbinstagram (h�ps://www.designboom.com
#public art (h�ps://www.designboom.com/ta

#readers
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